STEAMSHIPS RUN LIGHT
THE ESSENTIAL PLACE TRADE IS EASILY DISORGANIZED.

Henry Stocke at Hong Kong-Port
Drew Member Takes Part in a Chinese--First April Ship.

The essential place trade is easily disorganized.

MUCH WRECKAGE ABOUNDS.
Life Savers of the Coast Guard Worked from Seattle.

Cables across. Notice that the S.S. "Konjin," a five-decked vessel from Tokyo, arrived in June and July.

Rates to Three Meetings

PENCES TO SOUTHWEST IN JUNE AND JULY

"Konjin," five-decked vessel from Tokyo, arrived in June and July.
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NAMED FOR JOINT SENATOR, MULTINOMA AND CLACKAMAS, BY REPUBLICANS.

JEREMIAH HOLMAN.

Two New Tracts West.

MRS. J. S. KNIGHT.

Four new tracts west.
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WALLY FOR FOURTH SUNDAY.
Wally for Fourth Sunday.

The "Konjin," five-decked vessel from Tokyo, arrived in June and July.
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